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Exercise 1: write the past participle.

SIMPLE
FORM
1. finish
2. see
3. go
4. have
5. meet
6. call
7. fall
8. do
9. know
10. fly

SIMPLE
PAST
finished
saw
went
had
met
called
fell
did
knew
flew

PAST
PARTICIPLE

SIMPLE
FORM
11. come
12. study
13. stay
14. begin
15. start
16. write
17. eat
18. cut
19. read
20. be

SIMPLE PAST PAST
PARTICIPLE
came
studied
stayed
began
started
wrote
ate
cut
read
was/were
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Grammar Time

FORMS OF THE PRESENT PERFECT
STATEMENT: HAVE/HAS + PAST PARTICIPE
(a) I have finished my work.
(b) the students have finished Chapter 5.
(c) Jim has eaten lunch.
(d) I´ve/You´ve/We´ve/ They´ve eaten lunch.
(e) She´s/ He´s eaten lunch.
(f) It´s been cold for the last three days.
NEGATIVE: HAVE/HAS +SUBJECT + PAST PARTICIPLE
(g) I have not (haven´t) finished my work.
(h) Ana has not (hasn´t) eaten lunch.
QUESTION: HAVE/HAS + SUBJECT + PAST PARTICIPE
(i) Have you finished your work?
(j) Has Jim eaten lunch?
(k) How long have you lived here?
(1) A: Have you seen that movie?
B: yes, I have. OR: No, I haven´t.
(m) A: Has Jim eaten lunch?
B: Yes, he has. OR: No, he hasn´t.

The basic form of the present perfect: have or has + the past
participle. Use have with I, you, we, they, or plural noun
(e.g.,students). Use has with she, he, it, or a singular noun
(e.g.,Jim).
With pronouns, have is contracted to apostrophe+ ve (´ve) and
has to apostrophe + s (´s).
Have + not = haven´t
Has + not = hasn´t
in a question, the helping verb (have o has) precedes the
subject.

The helping verb (have or has) is used in a short answer to a
yes/no question.
The helping verb in the short answer is not contracted with the
pronoun.

PRESENTE PERFECTO
It is used to talk about actions that happened in an indefite time in the
past.
for example:

subject
I

have/has

past participle

have

tried sushi before.

Exercise 2: Use the words below to form an affirmative, negative and
question sentence.
1) sister/ My/ been/ three/China/ to/ has/times.
2) five/moved/ we/ to/ cities/ different/have.
3) long/ very/bank/She/ worked/ a / has/ at/ for/ the /time.
4) early/ has/ boy/ completed/ the/ exam/The
5) movie/ seen/that/ I/ have/ times/many.
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EXERCISE 3. Forms of the present perfect.
Complete the dialogues with the words in parentheses. Use the present perfect.
1. A: (you, eat, ever) Have You ever eaten_______________ seaweed?
B: No, I haven´t______. I (eat, never) ´ve never eaten________ seaweed.
2. A: (you, stay, ever) ___________________________________________ at a big hotel?
B: Yes, I ________________. I (stay)______________________ at a big hotel lots of times.
3. A: you, meet, ever) _____________________________________ a movie star?
B: No, I ____________________. I (meet, never) __________________ a movie star.
4. A: (Tom, visit, ever) ______________________________________ you at your house?
B: Yes, he _____________________. He (visit) ___________________ me lots of times.
5. A: (Ann, be, ever) ______________________________________________ in Mexico?
B: No, she_____________________. She (be, never) ________________ in Mexico.
She (be, not) ______________________________in any Spanish-speaking countries.

NOTA: LAS ACTIVIDADES SE TENDRAN QUE ENTREGAR ANTES DE LA UNA DE LA TARDE NO
DESPUES, RECUERDEN LA IMPORTANCIA DE LA PUNTUALIDAD EN SUS ACTIVIDADES
GRACIAS Y SALUDOS.

